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A. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
As a pilot to this project, similar baseline studies and intervention plans were prepared and
implemented in Nashik and Uttar Pradesh. Based on the success of the outcomes and with a
vision to replicate this Programme, 3 villages that are heavily dependent on surrounding
forests to fulfill their energy requirements have been selected in Maharashtra for the current
project- ESTABLISHING DIALOGUE ON CENTRALIZED AGRO FUEL PROCESSES
AND MOVING TOWARDS COMMUNITY BASED ENERGY MANAGEMENT.
Through this baseline study, we aim to collect information to expand our knowledge
regarding local rural energy requirements (mainly for cooking, heating and lighting). Based
on this enriched understanding, current gaps existing in the energy requirements as well as
intervention strategies for plugging these gaps will be drawn, basis 4 focus areas
1.
2.
3.
4.

Studies and Documentation
Exchange and Education
Government Engagement
Community Programs

Data has been collected using various tools such as survey formats, group discussions with
the community, field visits to project location and experience sharing sessions with
representatives of the community.
The Baseline study presented here is the first hand account of the status of the 6 villages
before the intervention under the project. The idea of selecting village communities heavily
dependent on surrounding natural resources is to be able to get all variable and measures
where the bioenergy is used and its contrasting uses within the community. This will further
help us in the study to understand the alternate standing need of the agrarian forest dwelling
Tribal communities.

Table 1 : History of survey area
Geographical Focus Area:
Village(s)/urban locality: Kajipod, palsidag, Jarwala, shivramkhed. Shivshaktinager, Navkhed
6 villages
Block/Taluka : Kinwat
District: Nandeed ; State: Maharashtra
Project Area Profile (Give following details along with a neatly drawn location map):
Geographical area covered, climate, land use pattern, crops & cropping patterns, availability of
natural resources & raw materials, availability of special skills/trades, etc.

Nanded district occupies a prominent place in Maharashtra’s part of Central Indian tribal belt.
It comprises 152 villages in Kinwat block in Nanded district.
Intervention area is situated in the extended Ajanta hill ranges, forests here are categorized as
Central Indian Tropical Dry Deciduous forests with teak as dominant species. Cotton forms the
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major cash crop in this region, sorghum, pigeon pea, gram etc. is also grown. Prior to 60s’ i.e.
before land reform this region was governed by Zamindars (locally called Izardar) who owned
all the lands in this region. After land reforms infertile sloppy lands were distributed to
landless tribals. About 60% of them are now in possession of three to five acres of land that
hardly grows enough to feed them for six months in a year. Agriculture is rain fed and it
depends on the vagrancy of nature.
The total forest area in the district is about 86000 hectares, i.e. about 8.30% of the total area.
The main forest areas are in Kinwat, Hodgaon, Bhokar and Billoli blocks during the year
1997-98. The revenue earned through sale of forest produces in Nanded district was Rs. 191.65
Lakh. Out of which the revenue through sale of major produces like fire wood and other wood
was Rs. 90.08 lakh and the sale of Minor produces like Bamboo, grass, Tendu leaves and gum
was Rs. 101.57 Lakh.
People in the proposed project area live in object poverty. Superstition, illiteracy and ill health
are all pervasive. Infrastructure in terms of roads, drinking water supply, sanitation, health
services etc is very poor. Education provided in the schools seems irrelevant to their lifestyle,
customs and also to their livelihood requirements. Opportunities for employment are very few
since there is no industrial development of any consequence in the area. They are extremely
vulnerable to exploitation by any member in a position of power. Very few, if any, of the
myriad schemes, and policies that are meant for their ‘welfare’ and ‘development’ reach them.
The main source of income (around 50 %) is rain fed agriculture on around 2-5 acres of land
per family. Another 30% is drawn from collection of Non Timber Forest Produce (NTFP) and
its subsequent consumption / sale. 20% comes from labor either on neighboring farms,
government projects or in the forests. The income derived from these sources is adequate only
for a hand to mouth existence. The reasons are not hard to determine; Agriculture income is
low because of poor irrigation facility (only 4% land in the entire district is irrigated), low land
holding, no knowledge of modern techniques, lack of working capital for buying agri-inputs
etc. On an average the yield is 40 % of what it should be in moderately decent agricultural
situation. Due to factors like low land holding, poor quality of available arable land, undulating
nature of land, rain-fed nature of agriculture, there is high level of food insecurity. People are
forced to take loans from moneylenders at usurious rates. Further low levels of literacy
coupled with low awareness means that people are unable to take advantage of the various
government programs and even existing structures for health and education.
The main source of livelihood for the people is agriculture, collection and sale of non-timber
forest produce and working as agriculture labor. Whatever forest produce is collected is
exchanged for low value products provided by the market forces. This unsettled life has further
lead to deterioration in their quality of life. The income earned from NTFP collection is
severely restricted because their traditional rights are denied to them and due to




Exploitation by the traders,
The rapidly degrading forest and
No technical knowledge/skills of NTFP processing and marketing that can add value
to their produce.

Once monsoon is over most of the labor work is to be found on government projects or in the
forest since there are very few opportunities for agricultural labor. There the tribal people are
open to exploitation by contractors. Minimum and equal wages is almost unknown.
This area is most of popular for tribe in State of Maharashtra. In this area so much population
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of tribal populated area like Kinwat & Mahaur.

Livelihood Pattern of Project Area:
Area
Agriculture
Area coverage in %

65

Allied Agri- Forest
sources
02
35

Wild vegetables used by the community:
Kind of Wild Katurle Rankanda Bahava
vegetables
(Cassiafistula)
%
02
18
32

Livestock
Rearing
03

Other
02

Eikk Dodde
(Embella Rabes )
58

A list of traditional Wild and Green vegetables proposed for demonstrations:
S.N. Name
Nature of Purpose & uses
1.
Bamboo
Food / Cash crop
2.
Gum
Cash crop / Food
3.
Bahava (Cassiafistula)
Wild – Food
4.
Eikk Dodde (Embella Rabes )
Wild – Food
5
Gopan
Wild food
6.
Moha
Wild-Food / Cash crop
7.
Katurlay
Wild Or Farm Food
8.
Mushroom
Wild Food
9.
Bhendi
Wild or Farm Food
10. Maize
Grains - Food
11
Palak
Green Vegetable
12. Methi
Green Vegetable
13. Walkat (Popat)
Legume- Food
14
Hulga
Legume- Food
15
Ambadi
Vegetable – Food
16
Drum Stick
Wild Food
17
Tarotaa
Wild –Food
18
Bitter gourd (Karle)
Vegetable – Food
19
Heti
Wild Food
20
Kashi Kohala (Local Pumpkin)
Wild
Demonstrations will be raised with the mixed cropping pattern. Homestead cultivation will be
done in 0.5 acre of land or available land of each women or beneficiaries.
Statistical data of Kinwat block, District Nanded as per census 2011:
Population of the Block
No of houses per square km
Sex ratio
Scheduled Caste
Scheduled Tribe
Literacy rate
Cultivators
Agriculture labors

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

2, 46,075
4.16
937
22,073
60,548
77
38,176
48,121
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Table 1: History of Survey area
A. REGION DESCRIPTION
The study was conducted in 6 villages- Kajipod, Palshidag, Navakhad, Jawarala, Varguda
and shivramkhad in Nanded District. These villages are mainly inhabited by Kolam and Gond
tribes. Life of these tribal’s is staying around forests, be it the food they eat in the form of
leaves, fruits & nuts, fibers and tubers or the beverages they drink or the medicines they use
to cure ailments or the houses they live in or the fuel wood they use or the fodder for their
animals. While every aspect of contribution of the forests is in itself important, the most vital
of them is that it provides the tribals with food security for almost the entire year in some
form or the other. The habitations of such tribal groups are generally scattered in nature.
Tribals who are living within the forest in the studied area are marked by low literacy level of
men and women. They are living in the vicious circles of poverty, which push them into one
of the helpless situation and further marginalization of their lives. In such a situation the
women and the children suffer the most.
They are majorly dependent on agriculture, collection & marketing of NTFP, daily wage, etc.
for their livelihood. The major agricultural crops are paddy, millets and pulses. They inhabit
in remote and deep forests and poorest of the poor families solely dependent on collection
and marketing of NTFPs namely gums, oil seeds, nuts, seeds, roots, bark, etc. Men and
women are involved in harvesting, processing and marketing of NTFPs.
B. VILLAGE PROFILING
Table 2: Coverage of household survey
Village Name

No of household

Survey

Jawarla, Gothi and Ambadi Tanda are gram
panchayat headquarters, whereas Palshidag
Kajipod
30
10
and Kajipod is a revenue village attached to
Jawarla Gram Panchayat, Navakhed is a
Palshidag
13
5
revenue village attached to Ghothi Gram
Navakhad
54
26
Panchayat and Varguda and Shivramkhad is a
revenue village attached to Ambadi Tanda
Jawarla
531
49
Gram Panchayat..
As the number of
Varguda
36
10
households in each habitation is quite low as
per there number of household. Since the
villages being surveyed, fall either under a Gram Panchayat or the category of a bigger
village. Since the number of villages for the study are only 5 villages, the study team felt that
there must be considerable number of households in the sample villages so as to ensure the
opinion of larger groups. This forms the basis for selecting the bigger villages among the rest.
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Age Groups of Respondents
8
6
4
2
0
26-30

31-35

36-40

Jawarala

41-45

Nawakhed

46-50
Warguda

51-55

56-60

Palshidag

61-65

66-70

Khajipod

Graph 1: Respondents’ age group
Of the total of 100 respondents, a total of many respondents are below the age of 45, which
accounts to 56% of the total respondents. This is a very important component for the study as
it ensures enough information and suggestions from the elderly who have been witness to the
changing trends of the community on the dependency on various bio-fuel sources over a
period of 2 generations. At the same time, the age groups below 45 particularly youth have
added value in terms of their readiness in adopting new and innovative ideas when discussing
energy security and management plans.
The total target population of this study in all the 5 sample villages is 590. The male
population (including boy children) in the total population of the 5 villages is 52% and
female population (including girl children) is 48%. Surprisingly, when we look at the ratio of
girl to boy in children, the ratio of male and female in total population is reflecting exactly
i.e. 52% boy children and 48% girl children. This could be an indicator of maintaining good
gender balance. Even though the issues of gender discrimination cannot be neglected in any
part of the country / world, with Navi Ummed long and decades of experience while closely
associating with tribal communities in the State and in the District, it is observed that the
gender discrimination is not as much as in the rural or urban communities. It is also observed
that the boys and girls both are being sent to school.
Table 3: Village wise population Coverage

Village

Sample
Population
size of
of sample Male
Female
Households size
members members

Children Boys
Children Girls
0-6
7-18
0-6
7-18
years
years
years
years
Jawarala
49
258
73
67
18
24
49
27
Nawakhed
26
221
74
61
16
47
8
15
Warguda
10
39
10
10
1
8
0
10
Palshidag
5
22
4
5
1
7
0
5
Khajipod
10
50
4
11
4
9
9
13
TOTAL
100
590
170
156
40
97
61
66
Apart from all the above, incidentally only one boy child between the age group of 0 to 6
years is present in each village while the girl children are 2 in each village on an average.
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When the surprised study team raised the same during the next visit/s to the study village,
there seemed to be no specific reason or motive as far as the finding in this area is concerned.
Livelihoods
In the general scenario of tribal communities in this area, agriculture plays the key role in
livelihood as each household has at least a certain extent of land, either titled land or shifting
cultivation patch category, with some exceptional cases. Prior implementation of
MGNREGS, NTFP collection/sales used to play either secondary or tertiary livelihood for
most of the families and were a primary livelihood for few. During this time, wage labor
played as a supplementary income source along with the other 2 occupation sources
mentioned.
Coming to our present context, the livelihood scenario in the tribal areas has been shifted
from agriculture and NTFP to depending a lot more on MGNREGS. For some, this is actually
the primary livelihood source. However, NTFP’s play a significance role in providing
livelihood for the tribes during lean season for agriculture and other livelihood sources during
the year.

Chief Livelihood Engagement of the Community
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Jawarala

Nawakhed

Warguda

Palshidag

Khajipod

Graph 2: Livelihood Engagement

Sometime people are used NTFPs, through Bamboo artesian for their local livelihood & also
social organization & government department are providing bamboo crafting training through
getting knowledge and make their own self business. Also in this activity youth are played
main role to make their own business.
CURRENT ENERGY SCENARIO- IDENTIFYING GAPS
The following few segments discuss the framework of the study wherein fuel requirements
and their availability for utilization have been mapped. This leads us to identifying gaps,
thereby suggesting appropriate action plans.
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Fuel material
Fuel material widely used are fuel wood from surrounding forests, kerosene and electricity
with a very rare usage of coal. In all the 6 villages, fuel wood, kerosene and electricity are
being used together to fulfill needs such as cooking, heating and lighting. Whereas in
Palshidag & Kajipod there is only uses Fuel wood as a main fuel source for cooking and
heating. In this area some fuel species which are the Sag, Dhavnda, Amul, Yen etc. Although
the graph shows us that 4 types of fuel material are common across the study areas, our
observations are that fuel wood plays the key role when it comes to cooking whereas
kerosene and electricity are being used as per the availability, which is mainly for lighting
purpose. In this area availability of some fire think which they are not use it. Like waste crop
material, cow dung, grass, Agricultural waste etc. Every village is using fuel wood because
they are staying forest. Through this activity our focus towards alternative energy sources.

Fuel Material Widely Used
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Jawarala
Fuel wood

Nawakhed

Fuel wood, Kerosene

Warguda

Palshidag

Fuel wood, Electricity, Kerosene

Fuel, Solar

Khajipod
Cow dung cake, Kerosene

Graph 3: Fuel material used

Availability of fuel wood for heating purpose
Here describe the all villages requirement of fuel wood as per there availability.
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JAWARLA- MONTH WISE FUEL FOR HEATING
PURPOSE
50
40
30
20
10
0

Fuel Wood

Nothing Available

Graph 4: Jawarla Heating purpose
 Jawarla has available fuel wood to use for heating only for four month.

Nawakheda- Month wise fuel for heating purpose
(Fuelwood)
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Graph 5: Nawakheda Heating purpose
 Nawakheda village has fuel wood available in all 12 month. That means they are not
awer about to protect & increase forest.
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Warguda- Month wise fuel for heating purpose
(Nothing available)
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Graph 6: Warguda Heating purpose
 Warguda has a available of fuel in all 12 month.

Graph 7: Palshidag Heating purpose
 Palshidag village people are using fuel wood in only two month for heating purpose.
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Graph 8: Kajipod Heating purpose
 Kajipod has available fuel in three month for heating purpose.
The above graph shows us the situation of availability of fuel wood against the need for the
same in the study area wherein, there is no problem in case of availability as the villages are
surrounded by the forest and accessible within their reach. In this situation through forest
decrease so much. As far as the interactions and interviews while collecting the data are
concerned, the study team did not find any specific measures or management practices being
followed by the community for sustainable use of fuel wood or perhaps they are following
some of them unknowingly which may result in some form of sustainability of resources.
Fuel type
Fuel wood
In the study area, all the households are using fuel wood round the year for cooking purpose.
Since the 5 sample villages are located within the forest and there is not much problem for
collection of fuel wood, all the families obviously depend on fuel wood for everyday
cooking. Almost all the households have the traditional chulla’s both inside and outside the
house. Most of them have their traditional stoves in the open place outside the house but very
few of them have the traditional stove outside their house. They usually prefer to cook
outside but only in certain typical situation/s such as raining or any other reasons, they cook
inside the house. Use of kerosene and electricity for cooking is out of question in the study
area.
Though the community did not deny using fuel wood for heating purpose especially during
the period from the month of October to January, it is not under their priority list and some of
them expressed they never need it. From February to September that includes summer and
rainy seasons, most of the households don’t need heating & sometime rain is high, In case of
bathing, all the households are using more fuel wood irrespective of the season.
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Electricity & Kerosene
Except for 2 or 3 households which are using Kerosene, all the rest of them are using
electricity for lighting as almost all the houses are well electrified. Even though power
fluctuations and power drop are problems in the area, they are able to manage the same with
Kerosene lamps. But as it doesn’t happen on regular basis, they expressed that they are using
only electricity for lighting.
Fuel requirement
Fuel Wood for cooking purpose
In case of cooking, as mentioned earlier, all the households in the study area are using only
fuel wood in any season as the availability of the same is not an issue in the villages which
are located right in the middle of the forest. Even though it was not mentioned in any of the
tables, there is a low incidence of using coal for cooking/part cooking particularly inside the
house when it is raining outside or non-availability of fuel wood at home. Use of coal is
usually a supplement for fuel wood cooking. The following graph shows us the month wise
fuel requirement for cooking (fuel wood).

Fuel Type used for Cooking Purpose- Fuelwood

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

Palshidag

Nawakhed

Khajipod

Jawarala

Warguda

Palshidag

Nawakhed

Khajipod

Warguda

Jawarala

Palshidag

Nawakhed

Khajipod

Warguda

Jawarala

Palshidag

Khajipod

Nawakhed

Warguda

Jawarala

Palshidag

Khajipod

JANUARYFEBRUARYMARCH

Nawakhed

Jawarala

Warguda

Palshidag

Khajipod

Nawakhed

Jawarala

Warguda

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

AUGUSTSEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

Graph 9: Cooking purpose

Across the study area, from October month to February during particularly winter and part of
rainy season, around 87 households on an average require fuel wood for heating purpose and
the rest of the households don’t need any fuel energy for heating. If we talk about each
village specifically,

Lighting purpose energy requirement
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Graph 10: Jawarla lighting purpose
 Jawarla village have electricity available for lighting purpose, That’s way their people
are not uses Kerosene for lighting purpose and they don’t have an alternative energy
sources and awareness of alternative energy sources.

Graph 11: Nawakhed lighting purpose
 Nawakhed village people are using most of Kerosene for lighting purpose. So that’s
way there is no available of electricity line that the mean reason to most of uses
Kerosene for lighting purpose & also there is not available of fuel wood in large size.
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Graph 12: Warguda lighting purpose
 Warguda village people are using Kerosene for lighting. This village is staying on hill
that’s the mean reason to use Kerosene for lighting purpose.
Bathing purpose fuel wood requirement
In most of village, it is only during the month of January all the households in the village use
fuel wood for heating and during October to December, i.e. from March to September, none
of the households use any fuel for heating.
In tribal areas in general, use of hot water for bathing is very common during almost every
season including summer as they say they need hot water bath so as to ease the body from the
physical strain they undergo while working in the agriculture fields or forest patches located
in the hilly reason. The data from these villages also not varying from the mentioned category
and all the households are using fuel wood only while heating water for bathing. The
following graph shows us.

Graph 13: Jawarla & Navakhed bating purpose
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Graph 14: Warguda, Palshidag & Kajipod bating purpose
All villages’ people are using fuel wood for bathing purpose. All people have habit to take
bath with hot water that’s the mean reason to do using bating.
Fuel availability
As discussing earlier, fuel wood is available for all the households round the year and except
for casual reasons like lack of access to collect fuel wood because of rains, or anything so.
Kerosene is available only sometimes for majority of the households and for the remaining
households, kerosene is either unavailable or rarely available. In case of electricity, all the
households
at
Jawarla
village
Fuel Availability
have
always
350
whereas in Kajipod
300
and
Palshidag
250
electricity
is
200
available
150
100
sometimes. When
50
we were talking
0
about lighting, most
ALWAYS
SOMETIMES
RARELY
NOT AVAILABLE
of the respondents
Total No. of Households Total No. of Households
said electricity is
the main fuel being
Total No. of Households Total No. of Households
used along with
kerosene lamps. The
same thing clashes here with availability of electricity. The actual reason is, there is power
cut during day time in both Kajipod and Palshidag which made the respondents express that
electricity is available only sometimes but for lighting, the most used energy is electricity.
For the 2 villages’ which have not been electrified, obviously electricity is not available. Also
there is availability of electricity but their people don’t have a meters that the main problem.
Graph 15: Fuel Availability

Keeping kerosene, electricity and fuel wood aside, the rest of the fuel such as cow dung cake,
coal and agro-fuel oil are not at all available in the studied villages. Though use of cow dung
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cake in the rural Kinwat is common, in tribal areas it differs with this situation as they have
availability and access for fuel wood in their daily life.
Non availability of fuel
Some year ago people are using Moha & Aambadi spices oil for lighting purpose, but not
young generation now. Though the cow dung is available in significant quantities in the
studied villages, preparation and use of cow dung cakes is not in practice and obviously, cow
dung cakes are not available. It mentioned earlier while discussing about month / season wise
use of different types of energy for cooking, very rarely, few of the households are in a habit
of using coal particularly when cooking inside the house. Here, coal is added to the resource/s
under non-available category. The reason is usually, wherever the households are using coal,
it is mostly not available readily in the household/s in large quantities as they have a habit of
making it available that is sufficient for a day or two while cooking with the fuel wood the
earlier day/s. Finally, the agro-fuel oils completely fall under non-available category.
According to the elderly respondents from the studied villages, the earlier generations had the
practice of using various agro-fuel oils such as Babul, Yen, Sag, Amul etc. which were
available in the surrounding forest area for the need of lighting mostly. Due to less or nonavailability of those agro-fuel oils, amount of drudgery involved in extracting the same
besides increased use of electricity and kerosene, the current generations are almost not using
these oils.
Month wise availability of fuel sources- Cow Dung
Jawarlaa Village

Graph 16: Jawarla Cow Dung
 Jawarla has not availability of Cow Dung. Because there people not aware of this.
That’s the mein problem of their people.
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Navakhed Village

Graph 17: Nawakhed Cow Dung
 In Nawakheda has not so much animal, there are available animal only for using
agricultural cattle and they are only using dung for compost in agricultural activity.
Also there is no available forest to collect dung form forest.
Warguda, Palshidag and Kajipod villages

Graph 18: Warguda, Palshidag And Kajipod Cow Dung
 Here also same reason, which discuss earlier in Navakhed.
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Month/season wise fuel availability
Fuel wood is available round the year for all the households except for 1 or 2 where there are
no abled persons who can collect fuel wood regularly especially in case of single
woman/aged membered family/s. a total of 100 households out of 10 have availability of
Kerosene sometimes as they have to get it only through Public Distribution System (PDS) i.e.
2 Liters per family. For rest of the households, kerosene is either not available or rarely
available. With regard to electricity, in Jawarla, 100 households always have electricity and
the remaining doesn’t have electricity in the households. Whereas in case of the remaining 2
villages, electricity is available sometimes. The following graph reveals the month wise
distribution of electricity in the study area.

Graph 19: Jawarla & Nawakhed Availability of fuelwood

Graph 20: Warguda, Palshidag And Kajipod availability of fuelwood

 There is no problem of fuel wood. Because there is availability of fuel wood which is
coming from forest & waste of agricultural.
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Monthly availability of Kerosene
Jawarla and Navakhed villages’ availability of Kerosene

Graph 21: Jawarla & Navakhed Availability of Kerosene
 In this above map re-presenting data of in Jawarla village availability of Kerosene but
their people not using that and Navakhed has presenting of sometime availability of
Kerosene.
Palshidag and Kajipod villages’ availability of Kerosene

Graph 22:

Palshidag & Kajipod Availability of Kerosene

 In this study we realize there is sometime availability of Kerosene but same time there
two villages which were re – presenting of non-availability of Kerosene, sometime
people not using Kerosene to cooking, lighting & Bathing all those think.
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Warguda

Warguda- Monthly availability of Kerosene
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Graph 23: Warguda Availability of Kerosene
 In Varguda village people are using Kerosene only for four month in the year.
Because in this time rain season that’s way fire wood not available in this time.
Livestock
It is found that all the 5 sample villages have considerable numbers of livestock under various
categories. They are aware of familiar animal because when were they have need of money
they are seal it. The average figures under each category on an average are 133 hens/cocks,
34 goats, 64 cows and 90 ox. The following graph shows us the glance on the livestock
availability in the study area.

Graph 24: Livestock
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Source of lighting
The 5 studied villages have only electricity and kerosene as lighting resources but sometime
they are using solar, but no chance of other power resources.

Graph 25: Lighting Sources

Fuel wood requirement
The findings reveal that about 33% of the studied households require an average of 35
bundles of fuel wood per annum. 28% of the households requires an average of 45 bundles of
fuel wood and 24% of the households require 55 bundles of fuel wood on an average. 7% of
households use an average of 65 bundles and another 7% of households need 95 bundles per
annum on an average. Only about 1% of the households are in need of less than 30 bundles of
fuel wood. The difference among the quantity/s need by households mostly depends upon the
family size. The following graph shows the fuel wood requirement per annum.

Graph 26: Community Suggestions
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Fuel wood % harvested from forest & Purchase
About 98% of the households in the studied area collecting fuel wood from the forest and
remaining households harvest it from their backyard or from own land/s. None of the
households in the study area is purchasing fuel wood in any of the month/s in the year.
Sometime they are collecting their own land like waste agricultural crops.
Sustaining future fuel needs
When the team tried to probe the respondents regarding their ideas and plan to sustain the
future need in the context of fuel wood, almost 50% of the households have expressed that
they are planning to go for fuel wood plantation either in their own lands or forest lands or
even backyards.
From the remaining, about 43% of the households who have no specific thought on the
sustainability said that they will continue harvesting fuel wood from the forest. About 8% of
the respondents have expressed that there is a need to use fuel wood efficiently and carefully
and a 5% of them had no plans for future fuel need yet.
Preferred fuel wood species
During the discussions with the respondents and particularly elderly people in the studied
villages, the species suggested/preferred for meeting future fuel wood needs are Babul and
Davanda etc. Only about 14% of the respondents expressed their interest to go for plantation
of some or all of the mentioned species and remaining 86% of respondents have no idea on
what species to plant to meet the future fuel wood needs.

Graph 27:

Fuel wood species

Use of crops residue
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Graph 28: Cattle fodder
Were we studded this survey these village people are mostly using for fuel in their own
agricultural land cattle fodder. i.e. all types of agricultural waste.
Status of Government schemes
Here sometime Adivasi Vikas Vebhag & Panchyet are distribute to Adivasi people of solar
lamps. Out of the 100 households, only 45 households are availing Government’s LPG
subsidy scheme and about 99% of the households are availing daily domestic provisions
through Public Distribution System (PDS) which is channelized through Navi Ummed, social
organization.
Local oil seed
Among the 100 respondents, 1% are using castor oil, 99% are using soya oil. Lighting
whereas castor oil is used for external application and the residue is used as bio-manure.
Though Biba, Moha oil is available less and being used by very few households, it is edible
oil and has got medicinal uses.
Use of Govt. land for cultivation
A total of 46% of the respondents are using government land i.e. both revenue and forest land
for cultivation. More than 14% of the households are using only revenue land for cultivation
but households using only forest land for cultivation is almost nil or negligible. About 38% of
the households are not using any government land for cultivation. Same time people using
govt. land for medical spices cultivation.
Ownership of agricultural land
The respondents in the study area have ownership on a total of 6025 acres of land covering
forest lands (CFR). 57% of the households have title revenue lands (FRA), 39% of them have
titles for only revenue land and about 4% of them have titles for only forest land.
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D. Focus Group Discussions
In the above section, findings from the individual household data has been discussed in detail
and apart from that the team has conducted focus group discussions in all the 5 villages
wherein the elderly people, educated youth and women were involved to ensure useful
information. The following inputs have come out during the discussions.













Some of the traditionally used species for fuel wood are Yen, Baabul, Khear, Charole,
Sag, Dhavnda etc. and the main reason for choosing them are quick heat, burning longer
time, preserving of fuel wood longer time, possibility for preparing charcoal, etc.
Among the fuel wood species, species like Babul etc. is not available in the forest now
and others are available in very less quantities now a days due to depletion and lack of
regeneration efforts over a period of time- Due to non-availability of the above, the
community has slowly shifted to alternative energy sources like LPGs, etc. for cooking
which, they cannot prepare charcoal sometime & cow dung in case.
Less than 2% of the households in the study area are using charcoal as a supplement
while cooking the main part with fuel wood.
Use of agricultural waste is likely meant for heating purpose during winter.
Kerosene oil is used for lighting.
Castor as a bio oil variety is available in the village and is mostly from the planted source.
Crop residue is mostly used as an input to the soil by burning it in the field itself besides
using as fodder.
The farmers in the study villages are adopting SRI Method in paddy cultivation
(traditional and improved variety) recently and experiencing the difference in terms of
yield and cost. Regarding millets and pulses, they have the practice of mixing at least two
crops in the fields particularly in shifting cultivation patches.
PDS rationing is functioning well in the area through which, the tribals are getting
minimum daily provisions. I case of kerosene supply, the quantity is less i.e. only 2 liters
which is sometimes not sufficient. (most of the women revealed that they use kerosene to
quick start the cooking with fuel wood)

E. Recommendations










Identifying Asaram School for making bio-gas plant & Solar.
Identifying oil spices of local towards caster type.
To identify farmer towards develop agricultural farm.
Identifying/exploring/undertaking research on existing traditional stoves for improved
designs for its efficiency improvement.
Promotion of smokeless challahs so as to reduce pressure on forest, reduction in
consumption of fuel wood.
Initiation of Bio-gas units in each sample village keeping the livestock availability in
view as the livestock in general and cattle and goat in particular is significantly high in
the study area
Undertaking further research on fuel wood species being used, trends in availability,
production etc. and plan for fuel wood species promotion.
Promotion of 3Fs (Food/fruit, fodder & fuel wood based plantations in agroforestry mode
in private and common lands including shifting cultivation patches)
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Enumeration of the species can be done for identifying the lost tree species and
developing better strategies including regeneration plans.
Promotion of bio-fertilizer/bio-pesticides as a micro enterprise for promoting organic
agriculture.
Convergence with line departments for accessing schemes and policy advocacy for
energy security initiatives.
Nursery/s with focus on fuel species coupled with fruits, fodder, medicinal plants, etc. so
as to sustain the community interest through nutrition/health security besides certain
regular income from surplus.

F. Conclusion
As far as the context of the current study is concerned, the main content has been discussed in
detail but there were certain points which the team felt is needed to share while concluding.
The study team observed that respondents are not aware of the government schemes on local
oil making units. The studied villages are electrified but the problem rectification is not very
prompt from the electricity department as these villages are located very remote and difficult
terrain. Usually during rainy season and when cyclones hit the area, electricity problems arise
and won’t be repaired for many days.
Use of charcoal is present here and there but not as the mere source of cooking. It is being
used as a supplement for fuel wood in the study area as mentioned above. But as far as the
surrounding villages which are located near to the main road or plain areas, preparation and
sales of charcoal is being practiced by the tribals which supplements their household
economy during lean season for cash income.
Use of liquid petroleum gas (LPG) is almost nil in the study area and only less than 1% of the
households have LPG connections. But when it comes to usage, even these households
usually don’t use it on regular basis. They only use it when there is a specific situation like
raining outside where their traditional challah placed or when unexpected guests arrive or
non-availability of fuel wood at home or etc.
In case of implementation of FRA, significant amount of households from the study area
have applied for the Individual Forest Rights but very few of them have got titles and there
are a lot of issues prevailing with regard to same besides the issue of giving rights over the
village commons under Community Forest Rights which is an issue across the Kinwat with
their concern relating to Vana Saniytran Samithis (VSSs) developed by Forest department.
Regarding fodder for cattle, there is no specific problem in terms of availability and access in
the study area.
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G. Possible action steps based on the recommendations made
Sl.
N
o

Biofuel
material

Possible Action Steps

Studies &
Documentatio
n
Seasonality
study (Usage,
part collected,
flowering
cycle, gaps
identification,
quantum of
species
availability
through
transect
walks), IEC
material

Exchange and
Education

Govt.
Engagement

Community Programs

Community
meetings (Gram
Sabha), CBO
meetings,
Trainings and
Exposure visits

Engagement
with line
departments
(forest and
DWMA)
community
engagement
for
regeneration
, MG NREGS

Community
meetings (Gram
Sabha), CBO
meetings,
Trainings and
Exposure visits

Engagement
with line
departments
(forest and
DWMA)
community
engagement
for
regeneration
, MG NREGS

Awareness programs,
orientation on the
projects, FGD's,
Organization of
committees, meeting
and trainings,
community based
initiatives towards
energy security
(Community nursery,
seeds collection, agro
forestry model,
smokeless chullah),
Conservation and
protection
mechanisms
Awareness programs,
orientation on the
projects, FGD's,
Organization of
committees, meeting
and trainings,
community based
initiatives towards
energy security
(Community nursery,
seeds collection, agro
forestry model,
smokeless chullah),
Conservation and
protection
mechanisms
Health camp,
knowledge sharing of
Vaidya's,
Demonstration models
of bio gas and bio
fertilizers, para
veterinary

1

Fuel wood
(Earlier used
as fuel wood)

2

Fuel
wood(Existing
species)

Seasonality
study (Usage,
part collected,
flowering
cycle, gaps
identification,
quantum of
species
availability
through
transect
walks), IEC
material

3

Cattle Dung

Livestock
Awareness about
health, fodder Biogas,
species,
Biofertilizers
documenting
dung usages
and prioritizing

Engagement
with Animal
Husbandry,
Agriculture,
NEDCAP
(subsidies/sc
hemes)
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4

Crop Residue

5

Kerosene

6

Electricity

7

Oil Seeds
Forest based
oil seeds

Collecting data
on power
availability and
distribution

Awareness about
effective
utilization of
electricity in the
community

Mapping of
available oil
seed species,
Existing
practices,
status of
availability of
oil seeds,

Skill development
and awareness
programs for
sustainable
collection
processes and
quality oil
extraction
methods,
exploring
university
collaboration on
innovative
techniques

Engagement
with Animal
Husbandry,
Agriculture
Dept.
ITDA and
GCC,
Weights and
Measures
Dept.
Engagement
with gram
panchayat
level
(effective
use of
electricity for
street lights)
and
electricity
dept.

Use and management
of crop residue,
demonstration of
brickets

Sharing
finding
studies with
govt.,
explore
schemes

Develop community
based plantation
model (bio resource),
seed collection and
nurseries, plantations,
aggregation

DR Depot level
committees to be
activated/formed,
Awareness camps,
committee meetings
Meeting with ward
members, line men for
effective use, discuss
about solar power and
explore opportunities
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